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     Excellent  
     Based on 1101 reviews 
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   ΒΑΣΙΛΗΣ ΖΩΙΔΗΣ 
 2022-03-22
 
 
  Ικανοποιητικό
  
 
      [image: χρηστος χρηστος] 
   χρηστος χρηστος 
 2022-03-19
 
 
  Das beste Hotel. Schöne Bette . Nettes Personal . Gutes Essen . Parkplatz Überwachung. Fairer preis
  
 
      [image: Svetlana Živković] 
   Svetlana Živković 
 2022-03-17
 
 
  I ako je pored autoputa, hotel ima svoj veoma lepo organizovan spoljašnji prostor, koji stvara prijatan ambijent i uvodi vas u lep, moderan, prijatan hotelski restoran,recepciju,kafeteriju.
Veoma ljubazno osoblje, bogata ponuda i pristupačne cene.
Svaka preporuka.
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   Spyridon 
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 10
 Exceptional
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   Csaba 
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 9.0
 Rendben volt minden
☺Lokáció

☹Kissé zajos
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   Ahmet 
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 10
 Exceptional
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   Ali1957 
 2022-03-25
 
 
 10
 Sehr Zentrale lage sehr schönes Hotel
☺Ich komme schon seit Jahren hier her. ich bin mit allem sehr zufrieden.
Das Restaurant ist vielvältig viel auswahl.
Das Frühsrück ebenso herrvorragend alles beschriftet was es ist.
Ich empfehle weiter
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   Christos 
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 9.0
 Awesome
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   Vegibi79 
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 2.0
 Very Poor
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   Spyridon 
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 10
 Ήσυχη διαμονή.
☺Άνετα καθαρά δωμάτια
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   Uliana 
 2022-03-21
 
 
 9.0
 ☺Быстрое заселение.Хороший матрас. Неплохой завтрак. Наличие большой охраняемой стоянки. Удобное расположение для трензита.

☹Отсутсвиие чайника уливило.
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   Ntoulmatzis 
 2022-03-20
 
 
 10
 ein tolles Hotel . bestimmt wieder hier bleiben und standar weiterempfehlen
☺Die Lage ist die beste . Hotel liegt neben die autobahn , knap 300meter vom ausfahrt . ist 16 km von Belgrad zentrum entfernt richtung Nis. Zimmer sind toll , mit ganz guten Bett. fruhstuck ist toll, es ist nicht  grosse menge aber schmeckt  und ist frisch. personel ist nett und hilfsbereit. werde immer  wieder dort ubernachten
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   Denis 
 2022-03-19
 
 
 9.0
 Good, Refreshing and Affordable
☺ A perfect location on our way to Bulgaria. We have been using this hotel for years and the standard keeps growing with the years.We have always particularly liked the attention from their park manager. Thankyou Hedonic

☹ To have only one day there.
  
 
  
  
 
  
 
 





			
				
			
				
					[image: star rating]  Just what we needed - We pulled off the Serbian motorway to find this brand new hotel with no one else there. It was clean and comfortable with mood lighting. Great food, cooked well and... read more the whole deal was €75 for Dinner, bed and breakfast. Whats not to like!				
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 Jarry52
1. November 2015. 
		

		



			
				
			
				
					[image: star rating]  New Hotel with Significant Shortcomings - The hotel is new and looks very appealing from the outside. A lift is available.

You can park for free in front of the building.

The Hedonic is located on... read more the A1 south of Belgrade at the exit of Transpec. There are no signs on the motorway indicating the exit you must take.

The tollgate in the direction of Belgrade may prove to be a problem regarding the hotel’s location. We encountered a long waiting time at this tollgate. As a result it seems doubtful whether the Hedonic can be used as an alternative to a Belgrade city hotel.

The welcome at reception was friendly and professional and the staff had good knowledge of English.

We had both breakfast and dinner at the hotel. The latter was of average quality while breakfast was really good.

Anyway there should be hardly any alternatives for dinner in the area.

We were given a room on the 3rd floor which was quiet as it was on the opposite side of the motorway. The room was quite large and attractively furnished.

However, there were numerous shortcomings regarding the room. The air conditioning did not work properly and so it stayed very hot in the room. There were no bedside table lamps which are a standard feature of most hotels.

Safe and minibar were available, but the prices for drinks seemed disproportionately high. The bottle opener had to be borrowed from the restaurant. Also there was but one drinking glass in the double room.

The bathroom was fine, but glasses were missing entirely and the soap dispenser at the wash basin was empty.

There was a TV, but it provided only a few stations and no English language programs.

The WIFI signal was very weak and the connection extremely slow.



It is regrettable that the rooms are not in better condition in this new hotel. But all in all staying for one night as a stop-over is acceptable especially on a cool day. There are hardly any alternatives in the surroundings of Belgrade.

It is advisable to observe future reviews to see whether the management is interested in redressing the shortcomings mentioned.				
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 sumavax
30. September 2015. 
		

		



			
				
			
				
					[image: star rating]  We arrived late but we were lucky to get 2 rooms without having a reservation.

It was a tiring day for us and we wanted something decent to stay and... read more to have a good dinner. Hedonic Hotel looked the perfect choice on the motorway so no more extra Km to drive.

The gentleman in the reception was helpful and professional same with the lady at checking out.

 He gave us 2 rooms next to each other.The Hotel looks pretty new same with the rooms, both rooms were of reasonable size with all the amenities to be provided. The only problem was the noise from the motorway although with closed windows the noise is quite reduced.If we had rooms in the back side maybe it was better with noise, We were quite tired so this was not so bad.We expected dinner to be better , whatever we asked the only one waiter  in the restaurant was replying that it was just finished.Eventually we managed to order something he proposed and we would like to eat.Food was OK , Serbian wine quite good.The bill quite reasonable too.

Breakfast was OK  although coffee was terrible.Breakfast was complimentary and was included in the rate plus Parking and Wi Fi. 

Overall our stay was OK although for a 4 star Hotel in Serbia we have seen more and expected more.				
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 Evangelos K
3. November 2016. 
		

		



			
				
			
				
					[image: star rating]  We were driving to Bulgaria from the UK and needed a hotel close to the autoroute, easy to find and reasonable price.

The Hedonic is all of these, pull straight... read more off the E75 on the Belgrade ring road and you're there/

Welcoming friendly staff and lovely clean modern rooms.

We had a good tasty meal in the restaurant and woke up feeling refreshed next morning.

The receptionist wished me happy birthday! She had been notified by Booking.com,

nice touch.

Would recommend to anyone passing through Belgrade.				
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30. March 2017. 
		

		



			
				
			
				
					[image: star rating]  Travelling through - The service was excellent. The rooms are modern, fresh and very clean!

The front desk spoke excellent English.

The breakfast wasn't class leading but the standard was good enough.

Parking... read more facilities were great and the free wifi was better than expected.				
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 Dimman76
29. December 2015. 
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Chargers for electric vehicles. Recharge your car battery with us.
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